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The Year 2008 is the Centenary year of

the Great Russian physicist L. D. Landau,

born on Jan 1908. He was awarded the Nobel

Prize in physics in 1962 for his contribution to

creation of knowledge for the benefit of the

mankind. In the Soviet Union he was directly

elected as a member of the academy of science

and was given the title "The hero of the

societal effort". He has made several

contributions to all branches of theoretical

physics, includes statistical physics, solid state

physics, quantum physics, plasma physics and

in electrodynamics. Landau was awarded an

honorary doctorate degree in 1934. He

received the fritz London prize in 1960 and in

the same year the Max Planck medal. He is a

great academician, a born teacher and a man

of great passion.

Exploiting magnetic, electrical and optical

properties to develop novel materials have

been a major research area during recent

times. This is due to a variety of applications

they offer such as information storage,

magneto optical devices, magnetic fluid,

sensing devices. All these properties owe the

genesis of their basic ideas in different theories

of Lev D. Landau. Landau's theory of

diamagnetism leads to an additional

susceptibility that can be used for developing

sensors. Different applications in magneto

hydrodynamic devices basic idea come from

the Landau's theory of superfluidity.

Solid State Physics and Landau

Landau is known as acknowledged scientist

who worked on atomic collisions, astrophysics,

low tamp physics, atomic & low lamp Physics,

thermodynamics, quantum electrodynamics,

kinetic theory of gases, Quantum field theory,

and plasma Physics etc. He mentioned the

superfludity of liquid helium. He drew

attention towards soft condense matter

physics, which involves colliods, polymer

solutions, emulsion, foams, surfadnt solutions,
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powers and similar materials (domestic

examples are respectively paint. Engine oil,

shaving cream, talc etc.)

Statistical Physics and Landau

Landau had long been of the opinion that Bose-

Einstein condensation had nothing in common

with the superfludity of liquid He. His

assertion on the gases that an ideal Bose gas is

not superfluid. He has given a systematic

formulation of the theory of phase transition.

In this transition he explained the

temperature dependence of free energy.

Landace's parameters and evaluation of

effective mass (m*) related as m*/m = 1+ F/3.

where F is Landau parameter, which is

associated with the strength of the quasic -

particle interaction in liquid He.

Landau and Astro physics

In 1931, Landaue developed the view that

stars have centrally condensed core, and such

core consists entirely of neutrons where

Landau's idea enjoyed a positive reception

from lzvestiia and soviet Academy. This

response was not sufficient to keep him out

from soviet Jails. However, this idea did play a

major role initiating Robert Oppenheimer's

research into relativistic gravitational collapse

that would have led Oppenheimer to the idea

of what came to be called as Black holes.

Landau's work on stellar energy was based on

pair-neutron theory. During phase transition

energy is not conserved, due to which energy

state of stars is not predictable. He did a lot of

work on stellar energy along with Gamow.

Landau was not a only man of Science, his

areas are art, music, and movie. He read

voraciously, he was found of painting. A

rational man accepted only realistic art. It is

often asked, but what kind of a person he

really, what was his temperament, He was in

fact very benevolent anyone willing to do

theoretical physics, could come to him but he

was a man of principle, who would not

compromise on issces of science or relations

between people. He was absolutely intolerant

of falsehood, pseudoscience and its

representative and he did not hesitate to

express his opinion their work nor did he

hesitate to express his attitude towards

erroneous result by well know legitimate

scientist. Still his discoveries, books and

working style are giving directions to

budding scientist.

On jan 7, 1962, Landau met with a car

accident and become unconscious . several

times doctors declared him clinically dead.

Although he returned to normally, he could

never again perform creative work. April 1,

1968 he died in Moscow, USSR. Thus a great

scientist of 20th century went to his

heavenly abode but his research

contributions be a guiding principle for

future generations come.
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